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-6,000,000,000 TOS                                                                             

The Architects construct the Guardian of Forever on the Guardian’s Planet;
later, they created the Devil’s Heart, a seedling of the Guardian that would be
planted to grow on another world into another Guardian (TNG:DH, 255)
(TNG:47, 228).

The Architects transcend corporeal form and become the Q (TNG:47).

-5,500,000,000 TOS                                                                             

Two stars less than 27 light years apart go nova within months of each other.
The resulting shockwaves lead to the creation of the Halkan system, the
largest known deposit of dilithium in the galaxy (ST: P, 231)

-5,000,000,000 TOS                                                                             

The Q that routinely tests humanity is born into the Continuum (TNG:47,
157).

The Q and M Continuum war against one another (IQ).

-2,000,000 TOS                                                                                     

The Erisian home-world is struck by an asteroid, which kills off all land-life,
but not the Erisian Super-whales, who use their telekinesis to maintain ash
free zones in the oceans (TOS:P, 263).

The cliff-dwellers of the jade pueblos of Tagus III (TNG:47, 195).

-1,000,000 TOS                                                                                     

Q releases the being known as 0 from his prison within the Guardian of
Forever (TNG:47)

Q releases Gorgan, the Beta XII-A entity, and the Sha-Ka-Ree entity from
within the Guardian of Forever (TNG:48, 88)

The Risori encounter the Nexus Gate near their home system. After studying
the Nexus, the Risori turn its energies on itself causing th Nexus Gate system
to forms through uncountable alternate universes (TOS:43, 246).

-500,000 TOS                                                                                         



The Probe is constructed by the Erisian Superwhales to search for other
intelligent life throughout the galaxy (TOS:P, 1)

-370,000 TOS                                                                                         

The Borg, encounter the Erisian probe near the edge of the glaxy.  The Probe
is severly damaged in the battle, and the Borg ascertain the location of the
Erisian homeworld (TOS:P, 193).

-300,000 TOS                                                                                         

The Borg, unable to assimilate the Erisian Superwhales, cause the system’s
sun to collapse into a white dwarf, changing the climate of Erisia and freezing
its oceans.  After the Borg leave them for dead, the Superwhales use their
telekinesis to shatter their planet’s moon and create starships, which they use
to abandon their home-world (TOS:P, 261).

-250,000 TOS                                                                                         

The Kh!lict civilization is destroyed when environmental changes on their
home world cause their food animals to die (TOS:65).

-207,000 TOS                                                                                         

The Probe encounters the Borg near the galactic rim of the Delta quadrant.
Its crystalline memory core is damaged in the resulting battle (TOS:P, 160).

-198,000 (app) TOS                                                                              

The Central Node of the Borg Homeworld is sealed for 200,000 years, until
opened by Captains Kirk and Picard (TNG:TR, 356).

-105,000 TOS                                                                                         

The Furies, who have conquered some 217 million star systems across the
Alpha and Beta Quadrants and subjugated thousands of races, face their first
serious threat with the arrival of the Unclean. Possibly from another galaxy,
the Unclean begin to attack Fury worlds (V:9, 1).

Under the command of Subcart Ramszak the Ok’San, the Furies lose nearly
93 million ships in their first major engagement against the Unclean (V:9, 2).



The Fury/Unclean War continues for nearly one hundred thousand years (V:9,
1).

-100,000 TOS                                                                                         

Descendants of the Erisians abandon their colony worlds after discovering
that the Borg are searching for them. In their cities they leave Exodus Halls,
maps that lure the Borg into uninhabited star systems where the Erisians
detonate the stars (TOS:P, 154)

The Meztorien Empire falls to the Darneel Invasion within the Dulciphar
Cluster.  The loss throws the Empire into a dark age from which it never
recovers (TOS:65, 6).

-89,700 TOS                                                                                           

The Risori civilization is destroyed by the Nexus Entities.  The Risori leave
their map of the Nexus syetem for future civilizations that stumble across the
gate system (TOS:43, 113).

-70,000 TOS                                                                                           

The first Borg vessel triggers an Erisian star-trap  (TOS:P, 156).

-48,000 TOS                                                                                           

The Beta XII-A entity begins the civil war that destroys Cheron (TNG:48, 98).
(Est)  The Kremastor discover the Nexus system and use it for several
centuries before discovering the Nexus entities.  They build the Nexus trap to
force ships infected by the Nexus entities out of the gateway system.  The
syetm is effective for some time, but eventually the entity reached the
Kremastor home world and their civilization is nearly destroyed (TOS:43,
199).

-22,000 TOS                                                                                           

The first archeological digs begin on Tagus III  (TNG:47, 196).

-20,000 TOS                                                                                           

The Kremastor reachieve spaceflight and recover records of their earlier
civilization detailing the Nexus.  After attemptin unsuccesfuuly to shut the



Nexus down with crewed flights, the cyborg ship Kremastor is launched to
destroy the Nexus system, but gets caught in the Trap when Kremastor is
infected by the Nexus entities (TOS:43, 174).

-10,000                                                                                                   

The most violent era of Pre-Reformation Vulcan begins, in which no less than
10% of Vulcan was at war.  This era of violence was to last nearly 8,000
years  (TOS: 35, 38).

-15,000 TOS                                                                                           

The Aragos homeworld is destroyed after the Nexus entities cause insanity
among its populace (TOS:43, 52).

-5,000 TOS                                                                                             

Under the command of Tiin, the Cannibal Whose Bed Would not be Shared,
the remaining  50 thousand Fury ships engage the Unclean.  During the
battle, pent-up energy within the Bajoran wormhole generated by an Unclean
incursion some four million years later is unleashed, destroying a majority of
the Unclean and transporting the remaining ships to the Gamma Quadrant.
The remnants of the Furies are also thrown by this explosion into the Delta
Quadrant (V:9, 3).

The Danon (a Fury subrace?) encounter the Torga and start a second war that
lasts for thousands of years,  the Danon are eventually beaten back to
Heartland, where the construct the Great Machine as a defense mechanism
(TOS:DW, 134).

The Furies found their new homeworld in the Delta Quadrant (V:9, 3).

The Fury Autocrat D’Mass unites the 167 species of  Furies together to work
towards returning to the Alpha Quadrant (V:9, 4).

Upon D’Mass’s death, the Furies are divided between his sons; D’Vass and Bin
Mass.  After a brutal civil war, most of the Furies side with Bin Mass and his
decision to build an artificial wormhole to return to the Alpha Quadrant.
D’Vass and some forty thousand followers depart for unknown space (V:9, 4).

Between -500,000 and -5,000 (app)                                                  



The Devil’s Heart strays from its trajectory and crashes on T’Kon, there it is
used by the Iconians to build a massive interstellar empire (TNG:DH 255).
The Empire numbers some 7 trillion inhabitants (TNG:48, 139).

The T’Kon empire attempts to use a massive transporter array to move its
dying star and replace it with a healthy star from an uninhabited system.
Known as the Great Endeavor, the engineering feat takes the combined
resources of the entire empire.

The T’Kon empire is nearly destroyed by a half century of testing by the
cosmic beings of 0, Q, Gorgan, and the Beta XII-A and Sha-Ka-Ree entities.
The T’Kon homeworld is destroyed just after the Empress reunites her people
when 0 causes their star to supernova.

The Iconian civilization is destroyed by its enemies; a scant few members of
that race escape to the worlds of Dynasia, DiWahn, and Ikkabar.

The Iconian refugees on DiWahn become a caste of the DiWahn society that
becomes known as the UnDiWahn (DH). Iconian refugees on Dynasia found a
planetwide university that becomes the ruling body of the planet.  The Faculty
‘donates’ technology to the Dynasians intermittently, allowing the Iconians to
determine the progress of Dynasian   society (DH).

Between - 5,000 and -1,000 (app)                                                     

The Old Culture uses their long distance transporter to leave Faramond (TOS:
BD)

Clan Archenida wins the Vulcan’s Glory from House Kawarda at the battle of
Deen T’Zal (TOS: 44, 77)

-3000 B.C.                                                                                              

The ‘Benefactors’, an alien race that guides the development of cultures,
collects Humans to train for this task.  The training and breeding program
lasts 6000 years, resulting in Gary Seven (TOS:84, 9).

-2500 B.C.                                                                                              

A suspected sunkiller bomb is used by the Orion Congeries to destroy the
homeworld of the Inshai Compact.  The decentralization of the Orion
corporate structure devolved the Orion civilization to wars for profit and
piracy (TOS: 35, 38).

-800 B.C.                                                                                                



Radiation destroys the planets of the Taygetian system; the Singers planet is
protected thanks to their ability to project a mental shield to protect their
world (TOS:19, 71)

-22 B.C.                                                                                                   

After decades of negotiation, Vulcan officials agree to meet Orion
representatives at shi’Kahr.  The Orions take hostages and kill many Vulcans,
beginning the Vulcan-Orion War (TOS: 35, 40)

-21 B.C.                                                                                                   

Led by S’Task, pro-aggression Vulcans eventually riot across Vulcan,
destroying several smaller cities.  Surak is almost killed negotiating peace in
Nekhie, and S’Task goes into seclusion (TOS: 35, 42)

Between - 1,000 and 0 (app)                                                               

The Devil’s Heart finds its way to Vulcan, where it is known as Ko N’Ya
(Bloodstone). Surak comes into contact with the Ko N’Ya on the battlefield of
Mt. Seleya.  Surak leaves the stone on the battlefield, where it is taken by
Garamond. Legends state that this is the point at which Surak begins his
preaching towards the suppression of emotions.  (TNG:DH 111).

At a desert oasis, Surak and his followers begin their nonviolence teachings.
Early invaders of the oasis could not kill Surak and his people as the warrior
code forbade the killing of unarmed people.  This location eventually grows
into the Vulcan Academy of Sciences and the city of ShiKahr (TOS:20, 183).

Surak’s call for Logic is countered by his relative T’Pel, who founds the school
of Analogics.  She introduces the Adepts of T’Pel, a league of assassins who
glorify mindless violence.  The violence of the Adepts served to strengthen
Surak’s teachings, and the majority of the populace turned to Surak.

The most powerful of the Mind-Lords of Vulcan, Zakal of Shanikahr, dies of
Lunglock fever.  His foremost disciple Khoteth, also known as Sotek, fulfills
his promise to his dying master to preserve his Katra (TLY, 9).

Vulcan dissidents, led by Surak’s foremost disciple S’Task, leave Vulcan after
deciding that Surak’s movement is best for Vulcan, but would leave no room
for them is Vulcan society.  This event is referred to as the Sundering.  Some
colonize the world of Thorva, while the vast majority land on the twin planet
system of ch’Havran (Romulus and Remus) (FOP, 38).  Nearly half of the
refugees perish when future Romulans travel back in time and alter their
genetic codes in an attempt to create a stronger race (TOS:24, 75).  While
they are successful, they inadvertently eliminate some natural resistance to



disease.  T’Pel and the last of her Adepts travel aboard these ships (TOS:42,
225). Garamond takes the No Kya with him during the Sundering (TNG:DH
114).

Garamond becomes the first king of Romulus.  Upon his death, the No K’ya s
stolen by his wife, J’Ross. (TNG:DH, 120).

The Devil’s Heart finds its way to the Klingon homeworld.  Kessec founds the
First Empire with the help of the Bloodstone.  Rather than pass the
Bloodstone to his sons, Kessec gives the stone to his personal attendant,
Halaylah.  (TNG, DH, 66)

Halaylah founds an artist colony on Atropos.  When she dies, the Bloodstone
is buried with her. (TNG:DH)

Bardak the Traitor and Kahless the Conqueror meet in battle at Fom Kerdeth;
Kahless nearly dies when Genral Renarg kills his entire General staff in a
suicide mission (DS9:22)

The Klingons steal space-faring travel from aliens who land on their planet
(DS9WW: 184)

As the Karsids absorb the Klingons of Klinzhai around 1540 AD, one might
surmise that this is in the history of the Imperial Race, or perhaps Klingons
lost space travel at some point.

Klingons and Romulans first encounter each other soon after the Klingons
begin to explore space (TOS:38, 269).

0-10                                                                                                                       

S’Task leads a movement, the Declared, to build a fleet of ships to take
Vulcans who rejected Surak’s message to a New Vulcan.  Privately funded,
the starship construction program threatens to plunge Vulcan into an
economic depression.  To stop the depression, Vulcan banking cartels choose
to entirely fund the construction of the ship, in exchange for the technology
patents that result (TOS: 35, 75).

The Declared choose the elements of Vulcan culture they wish to retain.  They
also create a new language based on Ancient Vulcan and change their name
to Rihannsu (TOS: 35, 79).

S’harien, considered to be the greatest swordsmith of Vulcan history,
converts to  Surak’s cause and begins to smelt his swords.  Surak convinces
the owners of the three greatest S’harien’s to give their swords to the
Declared, so they can be kept safe (TOS: 35, 81).

Surak is pursued by General Solon across a Vulcan sea (ST: P, 116)



28                                                                                                            

Under the leadership of S’Task, eighty thousand Vulcans leave their
homeworld in multigenerational ships based on Orion technology to found a
new Vulcan founded on the pre-Reformation society (TOS: 35, 43).  These
ships included the Rhea’s Helm, Warbird, Starcatcher, T’Hie, Pennon,
Bloodwing, Corona, Lance, Gorget, Sunheart, Forge, Lost Road, Blacklight,
Firestorm, Vengeance, Memory, and Shield. (TOS: 35, 100).  Seven of the
vessels were lost in the black hole in the 198 Eri system; two more vessels
lost to the Iruhe; two in slingshot maneuvers, .  Diseases killed nearly
seventy percent of the remaining colonists, and the psionic arts died out
(TOS: 35)

560s                                                                                                        

The Declared arrive at the Twin Worlds and the Romulan civilization is
founded (TOS: 35)

630s                                                                                                        

Queen T’Rehu wrests control of the Grand Council and takes control of the
Romulan Twin Worlds (TOS: 35, 140)

A famine, possibly caused by a bioengineered virus, wipes out the grain foods
of the Southern continent of ch’Rihan. T’Rehu uses this event to consolidate
her rule by disbanding the Council.  When S’Task refuses to acknowledge her
rule, he is killed (TOS: 35, 141)

630 to 810                                                                                             

Romulan civilization engages in numerous wars on the Southern continent of
ch-Rihan and the Eastern continent of ch’Havran (TOS: 35, 163)

930 to 1030                                                                                           

One by one the Ships of the Declared fall from orbit (TOS: 35, 165)

1060s                                                                                                      

The Romulans develop a planetary defense system  that constitutes their
entire space program for nearly 1500 years (TOS: 35, 166)

1486                                                                                                       

Aretan civilization is nearly destroyed in a devastating nuclear war that leaves
most of world a radioactive wasteland (TOS: 44, 70)



Karsid agents make first trade contacts with the Thersach, the largest and
most powerful industrial federation of Klinzhai (TOS:23, 66)

1540                                                                                                       

The Klingons are absorbed into the Karsid empire and are transformed into a
space-age society from a feudal society in a generation.  Klingons serve as
mercenaries in the Karside empire. (TOS:23, 66).

1667                                                                                                        

Centauran warlord Zalar Mag’nees establishes a school for scientists to bring
new ideas to warfare.  With her corps of scientists, Mag’nees brigs about a
Golden Age in which Centaurus becomes a unified world (TOS:42, 160).

1700s                                                                                                      

(Conjecture)  The Vulcan vessel He-Shii is lost en route to a Vulcan colony
world.  On board in the Vulcan’s Glory (TOS: 44, 77).

1868                                                                                                       

The Karsid Empire place monitoring probe around the Earth and begin to
observe our society prior to annexation (TOS: 23, 147).

1873                                                                                                       

Karsid agents approach the Grant Administration to propose trade
agreements,  Grant spurs their advances due to the urging of Congressman
Aaron Stemple, and the Karsids elect not to annex Earth into their Empire
(TOS:23, 147).

1875                                                                                                       

T’Kahr Savar is elected the first prefect of offworld exploration for Vulcan.
Savar’s policy, a precursor to the Prime Directive, stressed ‘Destruction before
Detection’ (TOS:SFTS, 31)

1950s                                                                                                      



Reticulans begin to visit the Earth.  Over the next fifty years, they do try to
interfere in the progress of human civilization, to little avail (ST: P, 242)

1960                                                                                                       

Vulcan Scientists develop warp drive (TOS:42)

1990s                                                                                                      

Voyager probe launched; the probe is later believed to have swallowed by a
black hole, but is actually caught within a transwarp conduit.

The Eugenics Wars lead to the destruction of the Greek Parthenon (TNG: 47,
225) and widespread destruction in Iran (TOS: 54, 153).  Started as an effort
to improve the human genome, the Eugenics Wars lead to genetic supermen
such as Khan and introduce new genetic defects and diseases on Earth’s
population (TOS:38, 164).

1996                                                                                                       

The Eugenics War ends when Khan is overthrown, partly due to the actions of
Gary Seven and Roberta Lincoln (TOS:84, 271).  Khan and his most loyal
followers escape from Earth.  Those of his followers on Earth that survived are
sent to live in internment camps (TOS:66, 133).

2000-2045                                                                                             

Voyager VI is lost in a time-space distortion, the first fully documented
observance of these phenomena by humanity (ST: TMP, 241).

The Pentagon and the Kremlin combine into the PentaKrem (TOS:SFTS, 61).

MediaComm becomes an international news agency (TOS:SFTS, 60).

AeroNav Control controls Earth space traffic, main headquarters located at
Norfolk Island Command Center (TOS:STFS, 16).

United Earth Council asserts itself as the new United Nations (TOS:SFTS,
261).

The Back to Earth Movement calls for a stop in space exploration at a return
to Earth from all colonies (TOS:SFTS, 297).

A dangerous addiction to electrical stimuli made directly to the pleasure
center of the brains leads to numerous cases of Wireheads, human who



atrophy due to an addiction to be continuously wired to the system (TOS:80,
88).

A bioengineered virus is used on Earth to keep cocaine and heroin from
attaching to the pleasure receptors of the brain.  Although successful in
treating drug addiction, it lead to a generation of emotionally impaired
individuals. (TOS:80, 227).

A terrorist group detonates a series of explosives at Times Square on New
Years.  The event leads to a collapse of a presidential administration (IQ, 48).

The First manned mission to Jupiter orbits the planet and descends into the
Great Red Spot (TOS:43, 81).

The Mediterranean Alliance builds the massive Gibraltar Hydroelectric power
Station, which drains a great deal of volume from the Mediterranean Sea and
helps to alter the climate of southern Europe and Northern Africa (ST: TMP,
27).

The United States adds six new states to the union (TOS: 54, 174; conjecture
as to time period)

2026                                                                                                       

The first crewed Mars lander, the Aries IV, arrives on the planet.  Ten dollar
coins are minted to commemorate the event (ST: P, 363)

2028                                                                                                       

Melody Sawyer second-seeds at the Goddard Moonbase Tennis Semifinals
(TOS:SFTS, 101).

2038                                                                                                       

UN resolution 51, the ‘Khan’s Stepchildren’ Resolution, states that no Earth
citizen could be held liable for the actions of their ancestors.  Furthermore, it
declared the human status of human-variant strains created in the labs that
brought about Khan and his super-soldiers (TOS:66, 106).

2043                                                                                                       

The use of behavior-control implants leads to the first of the Mind Control
Revolts on Earth (ST: TMP, 16)



2045                                                                                                       

The terrorist group Alliance for the Twelfth of November gains
momentum(TOS:SFTS, 60).

Kelpwilt threatens the sea farms of the Pacific, which provide a majority of
food to the world (TOS:SFTS, 60).

A malfunctioning Vulcan scoutship crashes in the Pacific ocean (TOS:SFTS, 7).

The Twelfth of December Alliance, working with the Easter Rebellion terrorist
cell, attack the Antarctic Byrd Research Station in an attempt to capture the
downed Vulcans.  With the help of a displaced away team from the USS
Enterprise led by Captain Kirk, station personnel stop the terrorists and help
the Vulcans return to their world using a DY-100 Interstellar craft.  The
existence of the Vulcan landing is erased from the memories of those
involved, both by the Enterprise crew and by PentaKrem officials (TOS:SFTS,
386)

Sorahl and T’Lera, the downed Vulcans, encounter a Vulcan automated mining
vessel and piggyback their DY-100 to it, returning to Vulcan in less than one
year (TOS:SFTS, 400).

Yoshiomi Nakamura patents Sorahlaze, a cure for kelpwilt, with
AgroInternational.  Sorahlaze is later discovered to be the creation of Sorahl
(TOS:SFTS, 397).

Welcome, an organization devoted to preparing humans for first contact,
reaches international stature following the the recruitment of Tatiana Bilash,
one of those to have been mind-wiped as a result of the Vulcan crash landing
(TOS:SFTS, 398).

2047                                                                                                       

The last of the Mind Control Revolts on Earth leads to the banning of
behavior-control implants (ST: TMP, 16).

2048                                                                                                       

The UNSS Icarus arrives at the Alpha Centauri system and makes First
Contact with the Centaurans (TOS: SFTS, 7)

The Mind Control Riots lead to the ban of mind-altering drugs and techniques
(TOS: SFTS, 291).

15 yrs prior to WWIII, Hawking leaves Earth.



AeroNav control gives way to the United Earth Space Probe Agency
(TOS:SFTS, 247).

Starbase One, a space station built within the core of a hollowed-out asteroid,
is brought into operation. (DS9:16, 26)

The first interstellar fusion engines are tested at Starbase One, paving the
way for interstellar travel. (DS9:16, 26).

2050s                                                                                                      

Under the charter of the Consortium, terraforming of Mars begins with the
use of Zubrin craters, biodomes created by transparent, nanoplastic coverings
(Conjecture) (ST: P, 151)

The Nautilus, a submarine operated on Europa, is destroyed by Europan
squid, the first contact with nonsentient intelligences off of Earth (conjecture)
(ST: P, 229).

A Vulcan probeship surveys Earth and determines that Earth is on the brink of
world war.  The Vulcan Science Academy decides to not send another probe
ship to Earth for 100 years (ST: P, 205)

2055, 2060 (?)                                                                                      

Human warp drive is invented by Zefram Cochrane (TOS: SFTS, 7  TOS: 42).
Alt One: World War III

2060                                                                                                        

World War III begins as a nuclear war decimates most of the planet.  Vast
portions of California are reduced to radioactive wasteland.  Drug lords rise to
take control of the temperate zones of the planet.  The Eastern coalition
controls the Pacific Rim and Eastern Asia.  (TNG:FC, 41).  Unable to receive
medication or an implant for his psychological disorders, Zefram Cochrane
slips into a dementia that many mistake for alcoholism, a belief furthered by
his propensity to drink to hide his pain.  Cochrane sometimes suffers bouts of
lucidity in which he develops the warp drive (TNG:FC, 121).  Long-standing
conspiracy theories will state that the Vulcans have pre-knowledge of the
atomic conflict and do not intervene for their own personal gain (ST:CP, 99).

During the war, some factions use asteroid deflection system to use asteroids
for orbital bombardment of enemy locations (ST: P, 133).



The Indonesian Space Agency becomes the predominant force for space
exploration (TNG:FC, 204).

(APP) Evidence that a space-faring race once existed on the moon is
discovered of an alien base on the moon nearly one million years ago (ST:
TMP, 99)

2062                                                                                                       

A violent earthquake destroys all of San Francisco except for Oldtown (TLY,
107).

2063                                                                                                       

April 6th A Borg sphere travels back in time and conducts an orbital
bombardment of Zefram Cochrane’s launch site in Montana.  The
Enterprise-E destroys the sphere but is infested by Borg who manage to
transport on board.

April 7th Zefram Cochrane launches the warp prototype vessel Phoenix from an
abandoned missile silo in Montana, with the aid of the Enterprise-E
crew.  The Borg attempt to use the Enterprise-E to destroy the Phoenix,
but are in turn destroyed by Picard and Data (TNG:FC)

Cochrane’s warp signature is detected by a Vulcan research vessel,
which lands at the Montana launch site and makes First Contact with
humans  (TNG: FC).  The Vulcan vessel has been diverted by the
Academy for unknown reasons; records of the order change have since
disappeared (ST: P, 205)

2065                                                                                                       

UNSS Amity rescues a Vulcan craft adrift in the solar system (TOS:SFTS, 8)

2068                                                                                                        

Vulcan embassy to Earth established  (TOS:SFTS, 8).

2070s                                                                                                      

The first nuclear war is fought on the Klingon homeworld (TOS: 54, 224).



(Conjecture)  The first starship built with warp drive, the Bonaventure, is lost
on her third voyage (STL4:TT, 117).

Rayla Gundersdotter srited the Fundeamental Declarations of the
Mars Colonies, starting the War of Independence (Mars
Revolution).  The militia responds by destroying the Fort Lincoln
Zubrin Crater, killing Gundersdotter and her supporters.  50 days
later, Earth rescinds the development licenses of Mars and Mars
wins her independence (Conjecture) (ST: P, 154)

2072                                                                                                       

Descendants of the Eugenics Wars leave Earth and found the colony on
Discord (TOS:66, 100).

2073                                                                                                       

Yoshiomi Nakamura joins a delegation of scientists to Vulcan and applies for
Vulcan citizenship (TOS: SFTS, 399).

2079                                                                                                       

Doctor Palmer stages a conference in San Fransisco that lays the groundwork
for the creation of the United Federation of Planets (TOS:24, 282 - moved
ahead twenty years to fit timeline ).

2070s                                                                                                      

Dr. Antoine Erisi links the ruins on several worlds to a common race, now
named the Erisians.  The Erisian culture share similarities in many different
Alpha Quadrant cultures. (TOS:P, 133).

Romulans attempt to drive a wedge through the center of the Federation in
the battle of Rift 23 (TOS:12, 134).

The Resolution of Non-Interference is signed.  Referred to as the the
Federation’s Bill-of-Rights, the Resolution sets forth many of the principles
that will govern the federation, including the Prime Directive.  Thaddeus Riker
is among the signers of the Resolution (TNG:55, 57).

2080 (app)                                                                                             



Romulan forces, primarily commanded by Adepts of T’Pel from the nation-
states of Kihai and Llunih, attack Earth vessels and bring about the Romulan
War (TOS:42, 226)  The Romulan War is the last war in which fusion weapons
are used (ST:CP, 154).

Romulans attempt to drive a wedge through the center of the Federation in
the battle of Rift 23 (TOS:12, 134).

The Resolution of Non-Interference is signed.  Referred to as the the
Federation’s Bill-of-Rights, the Resolution sets forth many of the principles
that will govern the federation, including the Prime Directive.  Thaddeus Riker
is among the signers of the Resolution (TNG:55, 57).

2085                                                                                                       

Romulan Forces destroy Starbase One and the USS Patton (Conjecture at
time, event listed in ST: FF, 189).

2 years earlier than Cheron, Earth forces push Romulan forces back just
outside the borders of Solar system.

2087                                                                                                       

Romulans suffer a staggering loss at Cheron.

Earth President Lydia Littlejohn receives acceptance from the Romulans of the
Treaty of Algeron, ending the Earth-Romulan War.  Space Station Omega /

Ch’Mrelkhre is built as a checkpoint for individuals traveling across the Neutral
Zone (TOS: 25, 234)

The first Babel Interplanetary Conference is held.  One of the elder statesmen
from Earth is Tatiana Bilash, the head of Welcome (TOS:SFTS, 398).

The Federation of Planets is formed (TOS: SFTS, 7).
The Starfleet is created under the supervision of Earth Space Command
Admiral Ed Walker and Presidential Advisor Clarisse Dumont.

The Symmetrist Movement begins on Vulcan in response to the formation of
the Federation. The Symmetrist urge Vulcan to remain out of the Federation.
The Symmetrists argue that there is a galactic ecology rather than a
multitude of individual planetary ecologies.  They argue that the Federation
must serve as stewards of this     ecology, not exploiters, and that the galaxy
was no different than a living being (STA, 173).

The Freedom for Synthetics movement spearheads a move to declare artificial
intelligence a form of protected sentience with full rights.  A Synthetic Revolt



on Titan ends when a probeship mind, realizing that the Sol Council is at a
deadlock on the issue, commits    suicide by plunging into the sun.  The
probeship copies its mind into a public databank in Iceland, a copy that is
shown to lack the sentience the probeship mind developed.  The World Court
decides that for an intelligence to die, it must have lived, and a resolution
against slavery of both self-aware machines and energy matrices is passed
(TOS:42, 149).

Rigellians demand 8 billion credits to cover the expenses of incorporating into
the Federation.  Reportedly, veiled threats from Andor led to Rigel accepting
the Articles of Federation.  Rigellian delegates attempt to recover this sum
time and time again for the next century, with interest accrued, to no avail
(TOS:16, 204).

2089                                                                                                       

After two years of work, the Articles of Federation are completed at Babel
(TOS:6, 195).

2092                                                                                                       

First General Survey studies hundreds of systems within Federation space
(TOS:66, 34).

2100-2200                                                                                             

Quadros One probe launched in the 22nd century for star mapping expedition
of the Gamma Quadrant.

Tellarite Insurgency (conjecture) (TOS:SFTS, 105)

The Voyager IX probe encounters a Borg collective that assimilates by
converting matter into energy.  The collective is altered in it’s absorption of
Voyager and devotes its energy towards retuning to Earth and meeting its
creator (TNG:TR, 325).

A group of Symmetrist Terrorists take over a colony ship travelling to Deneva.
They threaten to destroy the ship with explosives.  A Starfleet rescue attempt
saves some of he hostages, but at a terrible cost; 32 Starfleet personnel from
the Archon, all the terrorists, and 408 of 650 colonists are killed in the rescue
(STA, 177).

The First Klingon-Cardassian War begins with the Betreka Nebula incident.
The war lasts eighteen years and ends in a stalemate (DS9:WW, 52)
(Conjecture: Garak says the war was a long time ago.)



Solar powered planes replace jet airliners as the primary means of
intercontinental travel on Earth (TOS:46, 94).

Earth builds a series of energy collectors from Jupiter to near Earth orbit that
help to provide the power consumption needs of Earth (ST: TMP, 99).

The Great Quake devastates the western United States and San Francisco is
nearly destroyed.   Japan allows refugees of Japanese ancestry to emigrate to
Japan (TOS: 54, 68; placement conjecture based on Nogura’s comment about
his great-great-great-grandfather).

The Great Victoria Earthquake submerges half the city of Vancouver.
Vancouver is rebuilt with a canal system reminiscent of Venice (conjecture)
(ST: P, 267)

2124                                                                                                       

The First Federation Congress is held.  Vulcan advocates the formation of a
Federation wide Warrantors of the Peace proposal, which is universally
rejected (TOS: 25, 19).

2130s (app)                                                                                           

The immune system support serum is created from the latium plant (ST:20).

2150s (app)                                                                                           

Boaco VI begins trade relations with the Federation and becomes a prime
supplier of the chemical argea.  Rabies is accidentally spread to this planet
due to lax quarantine procedures (TOS:46, 23, 68).

2160s (app)                                                                                           

The Federation bans the development of microbial warfare (TOS: 37, 17).

(PARADOX)

The Carrizal takes a survey of the Romulan homeworlds.  The Romulans panic
at what they perceive to be a threat and begin to construct a defense fleet
that numbered 7000 within a year (TOS: 35, 192)



The Balboa is destroyed entering the Romulan system.   Romulan vessels lure
the Stone Mountain into a trap and capture the vessel, thereby obtaining
warp engines (TOS: 35, 193).

The Romulan War begins and lasts for 25 years.  The War ends with the
signing of the Treaty of Alpha Trianguli). (TOS: 35, 195).

2183                                                                                                       

Romulan vessel Scorah is destroyed in first contact with the Rey (TOS:67).

2200s                                                                                                      

First contact between the Klingon Empire and the Federation when the USS
Sentry encounters the IKV Devisor.  (TOS:16, 15)

Sixty five years before The Final Reflection was written.

Vulcan Science Colony Nisus is founded as a facility for all races (TOS:38,
28).

The Romulans aggressively colonize worlds within the Treaty Zone (TOS: 35,
196)

Romulans aand Klingons sign economic treaties and begin to exchange
technology and armaments (TOS: 35, 197)

2212                                                                                                       

The Klingon Empire wages war against the Abbutan and are defeated.
(TOS87, 190) -50 yrs TOS

2215                                                                                                       

The-Klingon Empire wages war against the Renns’ala and are defeated.
(TOS87, 190) -47 yrs TOS

2220s                                                                                                      

Klingon Thought Admiral Epetai-Khemara is assassinated for leaking
information to the Romulans (TOS:16, 94)

The settlement colony on Heartland is driven mad by the Danon
supercomputer, though the existence of the computer in not revealed until
the 2260s.  The colony is abandoned (TOS: DW, 63).



2223                                                                                                       

Sarek is assigned as a junior Ambassador to Earth (TOS:S, 97).

2229                                                                                                       

Sarek of Vulcan asks Amanda Grayson of Earth to marry him (TOS:S, 66).

2235                                                                                                       

Scientists using antimatter to cut dilithium deposits discover dilithium’s ability
to channel matter and antimatter for improved warp speed.  This discovery is
quickly made classified by Starfleet, which begins work on a new warp
propulsion system (TOS:16).

Ambassador Sarek and his wife Amanda negotiate for latium shipments from
the Dorkasi (TOS:20, 86).

2235                                                                                                       

A synthetic compound is developed to replace latium in use of immune
system support serum. -25 years TOS

2237                                                                                                       

Sarek of Vulcan leads a Federation delegation in peace talks with the Klingon
Empire (TOS:69, 12).

90 years after the Incorporation of the Federation (?), a Babel conference is
held in San Francisco to discuss Starfleet’s role in the Federation.  Just prior
to the conference   beginning, Klingon agents assassinate Starfleet Chief of
Staff Marcus van Diemen after Imperial Intelligence uncovers Van Diemen’s
attempts to foment a war between the Klingons and the Romulans.  Klingon
ambassador Kreen vestai-Rustazh trades the     condemning documents to
Starfleet in exchange for dilithium crystal research, now two years old and
later found to be inferior to current levels of Klingon technology using
dilithium.  This secret deal directly leads to an extended Cold War between
the two powers (TOS:16).

Klingon agents kill Maxwell Grandisson, head of the Back-to-Earth movement.
His death, coupled with the public belief that the organization was responsible



for the murder of Admiral van Diemen, spells the end of this movement in the
mainstream (TOS:16, 230).

Krenn vestai-Rustazh puts a final end to Van Diemen’s attempts to bring
about war by thwarting a Klingon attack on the Federation colony of Serkash
II (TOS:16, 236).

Klingons send a delegation to the Vulcan Science Colony Nisus.  Klingon
engineers are given the technology to build hydroelectric dams, whch are
used to combat drought on several colony worlds (TOS:38, 2).

2240s                                                                                                      

Starfleet establishes the Navigational Hazard Classification Authority (TTM,
41).

Federation and Klingon forces battle at Donatu V (ENL, 60).

The Romulans attack the passenger ship Brass Ring when it accidentally
strays into the Neutral Zone.  The incident nearly leads to a renewal of
hostilities until the Romulans agree to concessions regarding the rules of
engagement in the Neutral Zone treaty. (TOS: 37, 157).

2246                                                                                                       

Spock turns sixteen (STA, 273).

Kirk turns thirteen (STA, 273).

An outbreak of Fungus on Tarsus IV leads to the decimation of its grain crop.
The Federation is unable to organize a relief party to Tarsus IV due to a build-
up of Romulan forces along the Neutral Zone.  Two relief missions, one led by
Captain April of the Enterprise, and one led by Sarek of Vulcan, spearheaded
by the U.S.S Dierdre under the command of Naranjit Singh of Earth Force
vessels manages to reach the world with critical supplies, but not before
Governor Kodos has made a grave decision; in order to save half of the
population, Kodos has executed the other half, 4000 colonists (STA, 256;
ENL, 57, TOS: 26, 39).

The Federation changes agricultural policies to mandate crop diversity and
rotation to prevent a tragedy like Tarsus IV again.  Although practiced at first,
this agricultural policy is abandoned after a decade of implementation (STA,
308).

2248                                                                                                       



Klingon Emperor Grannoch attempts to destroy the results of the M’tachtar
genetic   experiments by sending them on a suicide mission against a
forewarned Starfleet.  Starfleet captures the M’tachtar and places them on a
deserted planet near the Neutral Zone, where they are monitored by
Federation and Klingon personnel. -14 yrs TOS

2250s                                                                                                      

Captain James Carmody of the starship Chafee leads an away team to Delar
VII, where they become caught in a battle between Klingon-sponsored native
forces.  Carmody opens fire on both sides, killing dozens before his crew
manages to stop him (TOS:55, 69). Prior to the creation of the neutral zone.

A Starfleet officer named Kell defects to the Klingons after a traumatic
incident leaves him unable t bear the company of others.  The subsequent
public relations victory the Klingons graner from this action brand Kell with
the moniker Kell the traitor (TOS:DW, 39).

Federation wins decisive victory against the Klingons at the battle of Donatu
V.
Four Starfleet vessels sent to Vulcan on the Vulcanian Expedition to press the
issue of Vulcan participation in Starfleet following complaints of Tellar and
other members about Vulcans’ reluctance to have citizens serve in Starfleet.
The expedition results in the   commissioning of the Intrepid. (TOS:SFTS,
268).

C’tanai forces attack the Federation several times (conjecture) (TOS:56,126).

Under the despot Harr Harath, Horidians attempt to invade the Federation
world of Bendalia (conjecture) (TOS:56, 181).

A plague sparks a medical crisis on Cygnus III (TOS:76, 140).

Timshel Philosopher Der Kreef constructs the Joy Machine, which leads to a
gradual cessation of meaningful work and a dependency on the Joy Machine
by the inhabitants of the world (TOS:80).

Federation unveils a 50-year master plan for galactic exploration
spearheading by the Constitution-Class vessel’s five-year missions
(conjecture)  (ST:CP. 153).

Nisus shares medicine with the Klingon Empire that cures astigmatism and
myopia (TOS:38, 51).

Due to reports that show that Starfleet Academy’s standards are too high, the
Academy lowers the requisite IQ parameters for line officers; James T Kirk’s



class is the first class to graduate under these relaxed parameters (ST:TMP,
7).

The Federation makes contact with the Marisha and introduces techniques to
help them ring their overpopulation under control (TOS: 39, 59).

2267                                                                                                       

The Organian Peace Treaty leads to an end to open hostilities between the
Federation and the Klingon Empire (TNG:47, 60).

2260s                                                                                                      

Starfleet creates Project Magnet to investigate the possible threat the
Preservers pose to the Federation (ST: P, 128).

2260s                                                                                                      

Federation Census lists the population of the Federation at
12,682,118,000,000 (TTM, 79).

Harriet Tubman disappears approximately 3.7 years before the end of the
Enterprise’s Five-year mission.

The Federation launches three deep-space probes to the Andromeda Galaxy
to invite the remnants of the Kelvan Empire to settle within the Federation.
Three ships are launched six months apart (ST:CP, 327)

Black Omne hosts a conference at the Black Hole calling for the dissolution of
the Federation.  Kirk and Omne both appear to die during the conference,
only to reappear unharmed.

Director of Interplanetary Affairs Roblein reverses his stance of the Prime
Directive, calling for a reconvening of the Black Hole conference on Voran.
This conference is disrupted by an assassination attempt on Kirk and Omne
(FOP)

The planet Razar collapses into civil war after a duplicate First Resident
appears and claims he is rightful ruler.  Both residents kill each other in a
duel; Razar blames Omne and the Federation for the catastrophe (FOP, 127).

An alien probe created by the last member of an ancient race makes a
complete scan of the Federation of Planets before self-destructing near Luna.
The resultant auroras were visible for several weeks from Earth, and a
majority of the communications network of Luna had to be replaced
(STL6:ST, 138).



During the conflict at Organia, Captain Suvuk surrenders himself to the
Klingons at Regulus in order to save over thirty Starfleet vessels.  Suvuk
escapes from the Mind Sifter, sabotages the Klingon flagship, and steals all
data on board before escaping to the newly built Intrepid (TOS:18, 58).

The Romulans develop a technique to produce powerful ion storms by seeding
stellar coronae; they use these storms to discourage Klingon raids on
Romulan frontier worlds and to mask raids on Federation starships in which
Vulcan subjects are kidnapped to be used in Project Sunseed, an attempt to
graft Vulcan brain tissue to Romulans in order to give them similar mental
abilities. A combined Federation/Romulan renegade force, using the starship
Enterprise, destroy the project and all related data and free the Vulcan
captives (TOS:18)

Commander McCoy is captured by Romulans and brought to trial in the
Imperial Senate.  He is aided in a daring escape from the Senate Chambers
by renegade Ael and Lietenant Naraht.  Ael, accusing the Senate of selling
their honor, takes the Sword from the Empty Chair, which had stood there
since the Journey (TOS:  35, 229)

The Federation loses contact with Black Box Nebula Station One and
presumes it destroyed (Ten years prior to events in TOS:15).

Commissioner of Interspecies Affairs Hightower uses the events on the planet
Discord to argue that the Federation allows for ‘cultural imperialism’ by
humans.  The discovery that events on Discord were manipulated by Klingons
seriously set back this viewpoint (TOS:66).

The K’Vin join the Federation, only to drop out several decades later when
they discover they cannot see eye to eye with the council, in particular with
the theory of the Prime Directive (TNG:12, 15).

Romulan operatives attempt to alter timelines to the Empire’s favor.  As a
result, the Romulans wipe out half of their population, destroy a nearby
civilization they were attempting to make more docile to conquest, and
almost destroy the universe itself (TOS:24, 75).

The existence of the Guardian of Forever is made public knowledge.  An
agreement to not use the time gate for militaristic purposes in signed by the
the Klingon, Tholian, Romulan, Federation, and First Federation governments,
and enforced by the installation of massive orbital fortresses and ground
based anti-ship weapons (STL1:Y, 80).

Puil, Markor, and Anator, the warlords of Boaco VI are overthrown and
replaced with a Council of Youngers (TOS:46, 23). Two years before
Enterprise visit.



The Onlies are placed into the Program, a rehabilitation center run by Dr.
Voltmer.  Voltmer attempts to modify the children’s behavior with amodified
Tantalus Chair.  Several children become psychotic and steal an experimental
Starfleet vessel, and nearly precipitate a war over the Boacan system
between Klingon, Romulan, and Federation forces before being stopped.
Voltmer is arrested for his actions (TOS:46, 151).

The Golden Hind falls out of Earth orbit, obliterating the town of Devon in
England (TOS:40, 55).

A nuclear power plant accident destroys Archangel (? On Earth or colony)
(TOS:40, 174).

Klingon intelligence begins to seed Federation and Starfleet positions with
sleeper agents who are supposedly orphans from prominent diaster sites
across the Federation, such as Devon, Archangel, and New Athens (TOS:40,
174).

The Federation Council finally approves the development of Vulcan’s
Warrantor program to counter any possible civil war within the Federation
(five years prior to TOS: 25) (TOS: 25, 19).

A grain blight threatens the Klingon Empire with starvation, reinforcing the
Klingon expansionist agendas.  Captured Starfleet agronomist Jean Czerny
helps to develop a strain that  is resistant to the blight (TOS: 26)

The Organians are asked to intervene and deal with the Iruhe.  The Iruhe
disappear from the galaxy (TOS: 35, 107).

2275                                                                                                       

Project Magnet’s personnel are reassigned to Project Sign, under the authority
of the Starfleet Technical Intelligence Division (ST: P, 128).

2270s                                                                                                      

Starfleet Command uses senceiver implants to communicate and to monitor
command staff (ST: TMP, 15).  One would assume the events on Helvan
would have discouraged this program after a few years.

Starfleet constructs the Firechain, a group of cloaked sensor drones along the
Klingon Neutral Zone to  monitor Klingon activity.  The central control of the
Firechain is built on Dekkanar (TOS: 48, 26) (conjecture)

2280s                                                                                                      



The Romulans and Klingons kidnap members of the Warrantor is order to
foment unrest in the Federation.  The plan backfires and over the course of
six months four of the hostages are killed.  The Enterprise effects the rescue
of the two survivors from the Klingon Empire (TOS: 25)

The novel Strangers from the Sky by Garamet Jen-Saunor is published,
revealing Vulcan’s first contact in the Earth in the year 2045.

Tensions throughout the Alpha quadrant are strained following the Genesis
debacle (ST:IV, 19).

Starfleet launches the first of the Galaxy starships, small scouting ships
designed for Transwarp speeds.  The Magellan, under the command of
Mandala Flynn, becomes the first Starfleet vessel to reach Andromeda
(TOS:17, 37).

The Probe enters the Alpha Quadrant and passes through the Romulan
Empire.  It     interrupts a Romulan training mission near Kruzaak’s World
where the ships mount an ineffectual attack against the Probe (TOS:P, 266).

The Probe enters Federation space and approaches Earth.  The vessel begins
to ionize the planet’s atmosphere, threatening to wipe out all life in violent
weather storms.  The Enterprise crew, returning for trial in a stolen Klingon
bird-of-prey, use the solar slingshot theory to go back in time to retrieve two
humpback whales, who have the ability to respond to the probe.  The Probe
leaves Earth and enters First Federation space (TOS:P)

The Romulan Praetor, often said to be third in name but first in power, dies.
An Interim Committee takes control and begins a period of reform in which
the Orthodox lists and Banned Lists of the Empire are abolished.  The
Committee retains power for several months before hardliners assert control
(TOS:P).

The Probe leaves First Federation space and enters the Romulan Empire. The
Probe then destroys all sentient life on Wlaariivi, an event that hardliners
within the Romulan Empire use as leverage to end the new reforms within the
Empire and to cut off the new diplomatic ties to the Federation.  Meaningful
contact is made by Romulan and Federation teams and its programming is
expanded to include land based lifeforms as sentient. (TOS:P).

Ambassador St. John Talbot fails in an attempt to release Andorian hostages
taken by Charuhlans seeking to force the Andorian government to give them
say in the senate. (ST:V, 72)

2290s                                                                                                      



Tellarites declare war on the Calligar following the death of Tellarite
Ambassador Shondar Dorkin.  A minor holiday is created in his name
(TOS:57, 273)

Thak the Andorian writes a play based on the Calligar and wins the Zankar-
Bowles Prize for creative fiction (TOS:57, 274).

Doctor Richard Daystrom combines elements of M-5 technology with research
on Calligar technology to create the groundwork for current holodeck design;
referred to as Daystrom’s Comeback (TOS:57, 274).

2293                                                                                                                      

The Organians mysteriously diasapper (STIV, 11).

Klingon radiers attack the Federation colony of Kudao.  Soon after, the
Federation research base at Themis is attacked by Klingon forces: Carol
Marcus is critically injured (STG, 7).

The Enterprise-A is assigned to escort Klingon Chancellor Gorkon to the peace
conference at Khitomer.  En route, the Klingon vessel is fired upon and
Gorkon assassinated.  All evidence indicates that the Enterprise fired upon the
Klingon ship.  Kirk and McCoy are tried in a Klingon court and sentenced to
the penal colony of Rura Penthe.  The two are subsequently rescued by the
Enterprise and uncover a conspiracy among elements of Starfleet, the Klingon
Empire, and the Romulan Empire to sabotage the peace talks using a Klingon
vessel capable of firing while cloaked.  With the help of the Excelsior
commanded by Captain Sulu, the Klingon vessel is destroyed an an
assassination attempt of the Federation president is foiled.

Ambassador Sarek discovers that Romulan operatives, using orphaned
Vulcans, have disguised themselves as an alien race known as the Freelans
and are influencing events both in the Klingon Empire and in the Federation.
With the help of the Enterprise crew and elements of the Romulan and
Klingon fleets, the ambassador stops an invasion of Federation space by
renegade Klingons and exposes the Freelan for what they are, averting
interstellar war (ST:S).

2294                                                                                                       

The El-Aurien race is nearly destroyed by the Borg.

A plague sparks a medical crisis on Cygnus III (TOS:76, 140).

2300s                                                                                                      



Ten years later, Tellar declares victory in absentia against the Calligar
(TOS:57, 273).

2320s                                                                                                      

Pike’s Rift opens again, but no Federation envoy is sent as they are involved
in the Klingon-Romulan War (TOS:57, 274).

The Federation and K’Vin establish joint embassies on the artificial world of
Kirlos (TNG:12, 18).

2349                                                                                                       

Alaska is devastated in a large earthquake (TNG: 47, 187).

2340s                                                                                                      

Romulan experiments in quantum warp near Bal Quonnot lead to a massive
disturbance in space-time.  The result is a stellar phenomenae known as the
Constrictor, an increase in gravity on the planet Pojjana that is responsible for
billions of deaths and untold property damage. (TNG: 53).

The last survivor of the Iconian settlement on Ikkabar, Kanda Jiak, is saved
by the USS Clements (DH, 36).

Placement (Fourteen years and a few months prior to DH)

2350s                                                                                                      

Nine years after the beginning of the Constrictors, the Romulan scientist
responsible for the effect, Zevon, is captured by the Pojjana.  Mass riots lead
to the evacuation of the Federation Embassy and Ambassador Spock; during
the evacuation, Ensign Eric Stiles is captured by the Pojjana.  Pojjana and the
Bal Quonnot system are declared Red Sector (TNG:53)

Four years later, Dr. Leonard McCoy barters medical contraband to the
Pojjana in exchange for the prisoner Eric Stiles.  Eric Stiles is brought home to
the Federation (TNG: 53, 102).

2360s                                                                                                      

The Romulan stage a series of attacks across the Neutral Zone when a virus
threatens to destroy the Romulan ruling family.  The virus is tracked to an
infected load of grain delivered to the empire by Ansue Hashley.  Following
the death of the Romulan proconsul, the starships Griffith and Ranger are



attacked near the Crystal Ball Nebula; Hashley, who was held aboard the
Ranger, is captured by Romulan forces  (TNG:53, 122, 125, 171).  An
uninfected royal heir, Zevon, is discovered by a Starfleet team that violates
Red Sector protocol to rescue him from Pojjana. the vaccine is distributed to
the Romulan Star Empire (TNG:53, 292). Eleven years later

Starfleet constructs a device that nullifies the effects of the Constrictor,
ending their deadly hold on the Pojjana (TNG:53, 292).

A Bajoran resistance cell accidentally detonates a nuclear device they are
constructing to use against the Cardassians;  Veska province is turned into a
decimated landscape (DS9:16, 44).

After Vulcans uncover information at a dig that suggests that the current
Tagueans are not related to the cliff dwellers of Tagus III, the Tagueans end
all archeological expeditions to their planet (TNG:47, 196).

The Zendak’aa are overthrown by the races they held in subjugation.  The
Nograkh become a police state.

2366                                                                                                       

Starfleet loses thirty-nine ships to the Borg at the battle of Wolf 359.

Diplomatic relations with the Cardassian Empire are strained when captain
Maxwell of the Phoenix destroys a Cardassian warship as apparent retribution
for the loss of his family in the first Cardassian war (EM 104).

The Cult of Kahless arises on Qo’nos, giving a rise to the concept of honor in
Klingon society (DS922: 35)

2372                                                                                                       

The Enterprise-D is destroyed at Veridian III

Captain Picard faces a formal Board of Inquiry at Starbase 324 regarding the
destruction of the Enterprise-D.  Picard is cleared of all charges and
reassigned to Starfleet Intelligence to investigate possible Borg activity along
the Core Frontier. (TNG:TR).

Time:  (four years after Best of Both Worlds).

2370s                                                                                                      



Relations with the Dominion become strained when the Jem’Hadar destroy the
colony of New Bajor and destroy the U.S.S. Odyssey in an unprovoked attack
(TS, 182)

The Cardassian military leadership is overthrown and replaced by a civilian
council called the Detepa (DS9WW: 165)

Klingons invade Cardassian territory, responding to fears that the Cardassian
Empire has been infiltrated by the Dominion (DS9WW)

The Dominion-Federation War starts as the Delphine and Parallax were
destroyed in a skirmish in the Gamma Quadrant against the Jem’Hadar.
(DS922)  Starfleet rescinds the practice of allowing families on extended
voyage vessels (ST:47, 31).

The Klingon perfect Project Renarg, a battle tactic that allows a small Klingon
vessel to cancel a larger vessel’s shields and transport an explosive just as it
detonates into the enemy vessel’s warp core, immediately destroying it.

A joint Cardassian-Dominion fleet takes control of DS9 and the Gamma
Quadrant wormhole, but nor before Starfleet manages to seal the wormhole
from allowing reinforcements from the Gamma Quadrant (DW:2).

Starfleet destroys the Dominion shipyards at Torros III.

Three months after the loss of DS9, the Seventh Fleet is lost in a major
engagement in the Tyra system (DW: 2).

Food riots due to the Symmetrist Virogen completely shut down the sector
around Starbase 718.  Tensions rise along the Romulan and
Cardassian/Dominion borders (STA, 241).

Admiral Xialoing Sun of Starbase 541 negotiates with the Norlak Resurgency
and convinces them to join the Federation (ST: P, 209).

2373                                                                                                       

The Monitor is lost while testing a captured Borg transwarp drive (ST:CP,
326)

2375                                                                                                       

The Monitor is destroyed by Totality Forces some 350,00 light years from the
Milky Way (ST:CP, 326).

Time:  (five years after the return).


